Mrs. Yau
5th Grade

Email Mrs. Yau:
bwong@
cps.edu

Week of Nov.23 - Nov. 27, 2020
📓 ELA - Yau

We have started close reading using the
novel, Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry. Students
will play a Kahoot game to review Chapter 1
comprehension questions on Monday and a
test will be given on Tuesday. We will
continue to dive deep into the character and
use the text to support our opinions.

📌 Reminders

★

11/25-11/27- Thanksgiving
Break- NO SCHOOL

★

12/1/2020- GIVING TUESDAYSupport Friends of Haines (FOH)
https://www.friendsofhaines.org/
Please ﬁll out Quarter 1 Feedback.

★
★

Please check Aspen weekly to monitor grades
Student Weekly Syllabus: Weekly Plan

★
★

Oﬃce Hours: 2:15-2:45 PM Daily.
Parents: Get connected to Google Classroom and ClassDojo.

315 Reading meets DAILY from 8:00AM-9:00AM

🔢 Math Agostinelli
Students have developed estimation strategies
and examined patterns in multiplying decimals
with whole numbers. Now, we will explore
models for representing what is happening as
we build toward the standard algorithm.
315
ELA meets DAILY from 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
http://bit.ly/MsAgostinelli
315 Math meets DAILY from 9:15AM-10:00AM

✏

Science/SS - Yau

Science: Patterns of Earth and Sky Unit:

Last week students have used models, discussed, and
conducted investigations. This short week, students will
read the text, Dog Days of Summer to further deeper
understanding of why the stars can be seen from Earth
change over the course of the year.

315 Science Meets DAILY from 11:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Social Science:

Last week we have learned about the 3 types of economic
systems and played a Jeopardy game to review concepts.
We will wrap up our lessons on Economic Systems with a
test on Monday.

🎉 Celebrations
Happy Birthday, November Stars!
Fall is coming to an end, the last leaves are falling, and
it’s getting quite cold out as the year is ending. Reflect on
your year and show thankfulness to someone today!

Bobbie Li - 11/3
Emwanmwosa Osazuwa - 11/28

🌟 Star of the Week

